C
omputer entered 1985 with a new editor in chief (EIC), the second drawn from the IEEE Computer Society's growing ranks of volunteers. In choosing an EIC, the Board of Governors wanted to see "a better mix of university and industry types" as well as "a better mix of university-and industrygenerated technical articles." They appointed Michael Mulder, who had experience in both worlds-he had worked in an industrial setting at the Bonneville Power Administration and at the University of Portland in Oregon as a professor. To meet these new standards, Mulder had to move Computer beyond the traditional boundaries of a professional magazine.
The topic of Mulder's first issue reflected the expanding world of computing, with the bulk of the articles dealing with the processing, representation, translation, and entry of Chinese characters and Japanese Kanji. It was a timely subject, as East Asia was becoming increasingly important to computing. Japan had already built a substantial integrated circuit industry and Taiwan was following its lead. In the summer of 1983, The New York Times noted that Japan was determined to get a major position in the computing industry. "Japan's commitment," Christopher Lehmann-Haupt wrote, "[is] to produce within a decade a new generation of computers so immensely powerful that they will constitute a revolutionary new form of wealth."
When Mulder became EIC, Computer was no longer the sole Computer Society magazine. The year before it had been joined by IEEE Software, a periodical with "the ambitious goal of being one of the preeminent magazines for software practitioners," according to its founding EIC, Bruce Shriver. As a result, for much of Mulder's tenure with Computer, the magazine favored articles about hardware over software. Articles included discussions of new architectures, parallelism, hardware description languages, high-performance computing, AI machines, mass storage, and similar topics. Networking commanded only a few articles, and software topics were present but filled only about a quarter of the pages.
Toward the end of 1985, Mulder joined forces with Peter Denning, EIC of Communications of the ACM, to produce a joint issue. It was a unique event. ACM and the Computer Society had much in common, including the bulk of their members. They had collaborated on a number of activities, The Better Mix: [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] [1989] [1990] David Alan Grier, George Washington University
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George Washington University; grier@gwu.edu including the semiannual Joint Computer Conference, which was the major meeting of the field. Yet, the two groups approached the field from very different points of view.
The joint issue, titled "Computing at the Frontiers of Science and Engineering," was typical of neither organization. The guest editors had called for interdisciplinary papers and largely received articles about computer applications, though they weren't quite from industry-topics included flight control, earthquake prediction, DNA decoding, and the search for evidence of extraterrestrial life. Perhaps the only article to fit both periodicals was "Distributed Systems" by Leonard Kleinrock, as it suggested both the theory and application of these systems. Mulder proposed that the two societies form a committee to produce a regular joint publication.
However, the first and only-to my knowledge-joint issue revealed the publications' desire to maintain their separate identities. For that issue, the two magazines published different columns and notices, and even used different covers-Computer's featured an astronaut and ACM's presented a rendering of the Mandelbrot set.
A t the start of 1987, Mulder passed the Computer editorship to his colleague Bruce Shriver. "I cannot tell you where the last two and a half years have gone," Mulder wrote. As former IEEE Software EIC, Shriver was the first Computer EIC to have experience with two Computer Society magazines, and immediately began a project that coordinated topics within the society's publications. In November 1987, he wrote that both Computer and IEEE Software were publishing articles on "integrated programming environments." Computer published articles for a more general audience: surveys, tutorials, and applications. IEEE Software, in contrast, published articles that dealt with "detailed technical issues" intended to give readers more insight into the depth and breadth of this technical area. Together, the magazines provided the mix of "industry and university" types that the Board of Governors desired. • Requires 3 endorsements.
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